Good afternoon Mayor Everson and Honorable Councilmembers,
My name is Lori Kummer. I am the owner of the property located at 419 E. Juniper Avenue, Mitchell, SD.
My late husband, Tim, and I have invested a lot into this community over the past twenty-five years as the
previous owners of T.K. Electric. We raised five kids through the MItchell Public School District, and a
couple of them have come back after college to raise their families here as well. My family and I care
greatly for this community. I recently sold T.K. Electric to Lee Electric, upon the passing of my husband,
but still own the property and buildings on the property. The buildings and properties have been put into
a trust for my family.
I urge you to follow the recommendation of your appointed Planning Commission and vote to deny DLJ
LLC’s variance request for 501 E. Juniper Avenue, which shares a boundary line with my property at 419
E. Juniper Avenue. Please do not undermine the appointed Planning Commission that was established to
guide you by making recommendations on these times of issues.
Planning Regulation 10-15-1 establishes the intent of the Chapter 15: Cannabis Establishments. Per the
section, the intent is to “minimum the negative effect cannabis establishments have on adjacent land
uses”, which acknowledges that there are negative effects on nearby landowners and businesses to
wherever these cannabis establishments are located. Secondly, the section goes on to say the intent “is
for the purpose of preventing a concentration of certain cannabis establishments in any one area.” In other
words, the higher the concentration in one area, the more negative impacts on the nearby landowners
and businesses.
Please keep the established intent of these regulations in mind. Continual changes to these regulations in
favor of allowing a higher concentration of cannabis establishments in one area of town and closer
together, only erodes away at this well-intended intent of the regulations and isn’t protecting the interests
of the citizens and nearby business owners.
I was deeply concerned when I watched the Councilmember comments and public comments during the
first reading of this ordinance on February 7th, 2022. From those comments, it sounds like some
Councilmembers intend on further changes to the codes to allow a higher concentration of cannabis
establishments closer together, or to allow the distance to be considered an “unnecessary hardship” in
order to approve a variance closer than 1,000’ measured from property line to property line.
Why would anyone want to allow four of the five allowed dispensaries on one side of town? The City is
going to fully capitalize from the three approved dispensaries. The medical cannabis market is only so big.
Roughly 1.5% of the U.S. population in 2020 were medical marijuana patients. If this percentage is used
to determine the market for our county, we will only have 300 people able to use these establishments.
If this variance request application is approved based on something so arbitrary like the current location
of a doorknob instead of the most objective way of measuring, which is property line to property line,
then Mitchell will not capitalize on this application with additional sales tax revenue. The sales tax revenue
would simply shift from three businesses to four businesses because the market is limited. Only so many
people can purchase medical cannabis, regardless of how concentrated you allow this part of town to
get.
The City will not have increased sales tax by allowing this variance but will have lower property assessed
valuations in this area. Planning Regulation 10-15-1 acknowledges that there are negative effects to
adjacent property owners by having a high concentration of cannabis dispensaries in one part of town.

Negative effects means lower property values, which means lower property taxes for the City. So again,
why would anyone ignore the public’s interests in order to allow four of the five cannabis dispensary
permits to be within a concentrated part of town? The three that are already approved are within threequarters of a mile from each other. The City Council doesn’t need to allow a fourth. The town is
approximately seven and a half miles in length, north to south. Require the other two remaining permits
to be in other areas of town, not on the south side of town where three are already approved.
Furthermore, allowing a variance closer than 1,000’ is not honoring the intent of the codes. It is
subjectively picking winners and losers instead of objectively setting the regulations and making the
establishments follow them. There are plenty of places in Mitchell where a cannabis establishment can
go without a special use permit. It is not an “unnecessary hardship” for the applicant to have to find a new
place to rent a building than they originally wanted just simply because they do not want to follow the
rules that were established in order to protect the interests of all the citizens and business owners in
town.
The applicant does not meet the minimum thresholds required in the variance regulations to prove the
public interests are not harmed when a higher concentration of dispensaries exist in one part of town,
and they certainly did not prove they have an “unnecessary hardship’. Both thresholds need to have been
proven and neither one was.
I want to encourage all of you to stay with the regulations, as adopted and amended on February 14th,
and go no further in eroding away at the original intent of these regulations, as established in Planning
Regulation 10-15-1, either through the variance being presented to you on March 21st or through an
ordinance change later.
Property lines are generally consistent and do not easily change. They can be changed with a lengthy
public process, but this is not common. They are objective and not subjective. Building permits are very
common, so are renovations to interior buildings, layouts, and future buildings/expansions on properties,
which often change the location of exterior doors.
If the measurement is from door-to-door instead of from the property lines, then there is a chance that
with a renovation project, the “outside door location” may change for one of the doors that the cannabis
establishments are being measured against. Said a different way, changing the location of one of the doors
may make it so that two cannabis establishments are now within 1,000’ of each other, or a cannabis
establishment is now within 300’ of an educational institution, religious institution, childcare center, or
other listed facilities. Also, how can someone measure the location of the building doors using GIS?
Someone would have to physically go out and measure the distance in order to attempt to get an
accurate measurement. Which is not feasible.
Simply put, measuring door-to-door is not practical. It is also more subjective in nature than measuring
from the property lines, since locations of exterior doors can easily change. Also, it was clear from the
Councilmember discussions and public comments from the meeting on February 7th, that door-to-door is
confusing to people. Is it “as a crow flies” or “as a car drives”? And which exterior door? What if there are
several exterior front doors? Clearly, there would still be confusion if it was changed.
Yes, measuring from “front” door to “front” door has a gray area and no, it does not create a definitive
spot to measure from. On the contrast, measuring from the nearest property line to the nearest property
line is definitive, even if City staff needs to be trained on what “nearest property line” means so that they

can be consistent and objective. It still doesn’t negate that the property line is definite and defined. Doors,
on the other hand, can easily change with a building permit.
As far as distances, 1,000’ from property line to property line is not far. I’ve driven it. It takes less than 30
seconds to get a 1,000’, give or take depending on the timing of the stop light, even after crossing a busy
arterial street in town. It may not be the same as having several cannabis dispensaries in one strip mall,
but 1,000’ is still having the dispensaries close and will still have a higher concentration within one area
of town. Having a further distance than 1,000’ from property line to property line would help to not have
a high concentration in one part of town, but you certainly should not be allowing them to be any closer.
It is less than thirty seconds to get from one to the other already.
I encourage all of you to keep what I said in mind when you are approached by people to make further
changes to these regulations. Think about what is practical, feasible, and objective. And think hard about
the intents established in Planning Regulation 10-15-1, which acknowledge there are negative effects of
cannabis establishments on nearby landowners and businesses. Those nearby landowners and businesses
are your citizens that you are trying to protect with these Chapter 15 cannabis regulations, not the
cannabis establishment owners. Continue to put the interests of these citizens first, which these
regulations as they are currently written do.
As far as the variance request for 501 E. Juniper, if it is approved despite the recommendation from the
Planning Commission to deny it, the owners of Lee Electric and I will be putting up a security fence to
protect my abutting property and their electrical business. I will also not be allowing any sort of access
easement or parking easement through my property. The applicant’s submitted drawings clearly and
inaccurately show the use of my property for parking and driving easements, which is misleading. I have
not given them any written or verbal approval to support what they are inaccurately reflecting in their
application.
So, if your intentions for wanting to further erode away at the protections of the citizens of Mitchell, per
the intents listed in Planning Regulation 10-15-1, are just to find a way to allow the applicant to put a
cannabis dispensary at the 501 E. Juniper location, please understand that the applicant has more hurdles
to jump than just the variance. And I have zero intentions of allowing the use of my property for their use.
I don’t think you would either if you were an abutting landowner. I am concerned with the high
concentration of cannabis dispensaries in this part of town. And I pray you are concerned too.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Lori Kummer,
Property owner of 419 E. Juniper Ave.

Good morning Honorable Mayor Everson and Councilmembers,
My name is Amber Kummer Powers. I am part-owner of the Lori K. Kummer Trust, which owns 419 E.
Juniper Avenue. Mitchell is my hometown and just like my family has said at several City Council and
Planning Commission meetings over the past several months, we all care deeply about the future of
Mitchell for our kids and grandkids as they continue to grow up here.
I spoke at the City Council meeting on March 21st but also wanted to submit comments since several of
you were unable to attend the meeting.
I am again reaching out to you to urge you to follow the Planning Commission’s unanimous
recommendation to deny 501 E. Juniper Avenue’s request for a variance for the 1,000’ setback from
another cannabis dispensary location. Allowing three of your five dispensary permits within 3/4th of mile of
each other is already creating a concentration in a key and visible part of town. Mitchell does not need a
fourth within the same area.
Having a concentration of dispensaries will decrease the amount of property taxes received when the
assessed valuations decrease in the area of town with the concentration. Decreased assessed valuations
directly impact your residents since property taxes city-wide will have to be raised to offset for the
decreased valuations in the concentrated part of town. There are places in the central and north ends of
town where the final two permits would make sense to go without creating a concentration and
decreasing assessed valuations for properties in the over-saturated area.
Please do not approve the variance request because doing so inherently goes against what your own
variance regulations say about not approving a variance that is contrary to the public’s interest, and as
your zoning codes also say, the public has an interest in not having a concentration of dispensaries in
one part of town. The public’s interests are harmed by approving this variance because of the decreased
assessed valuations. The applicant can not prove otherwise; therefore, the variance should not be
approved according to the variance codes. And the applicant has not proven that it has an “unnecessary
hardship” by having to lease space from another landlord elsewhere in town.
Remember that you are servant leaders who passed Chapter 15: Cannabis Regulations to protect the
best interests of citizens of this great community, not the applicants of cannabis dispensaries’ best
interests. Please don’t make additional changes to the City’s regulations to reduce the setbacks, or to
measure from arbitrary things like doorknobs. Those asking you to erode away at the intents created by
establishing the regulations only care about their interests and not the community wide impacts that
would result.
You passed Chapter 15 because according to Chapter 15, Section 1: you want to “minimize the negative
effects cannabis establishments have on adjacent land uses”, you have a “great interest in the present and
future character of the city’s residential and commercial neighborhoods”, and you want to prevent “a
concentration of certain cannabis establishments in any one area”. These are great and admirable
intentions. Please keep these intentions in mind as you make decisions on variance requests and hear
requests for further code changes from the applicant.
Finally, I want to take a moment to express my family’s concerns with the 501 E. Juniper Avenue’s
request for a cannabis dispensary permit. The applicant’s submitted drawing is misleading and does not
reflect the current situation in that area. My family has had the property surveyed. We have no intentions
of allowing the applicant to use our property for parking of its customers vehicles.
TK Electric, the business located on 419 E. Juniper, has a lot of vehicles, equipment and some materials
stored outside the building. We are concerned that a cannabis dispensary will turn this normally quiet
neighborhood after 6:00 p.m. into a busy area after dark. Because of that, we feel that we have no choice
but to install a security fence around our property to protect the vehicles, equipment, and materials. The

applicant is required to install security cameras to protect its property; however, I doubt it will be installing
cameras to view and protect our property.
With a security fence up, we aren’t sure how the applicant will be able to use the west bays of the building
if their only off-street parking is on the west side. Our calculations based on the City’s parking regulations
and uses are that the applicant will be required to have over 20 (closer to 30) off-street parking stalls for
its retail business, based on the building’s square footage. Where would that many off-street parking
spots go? Without a fence installed, we have no doubt that customers would park on our property. But
again, we are concerned with protecting our property after working hours and will install a security fence if
the application is approved.
Please understand that the fence would not be installed to be retaliatory against the applicant. We wish
the applicant and all business owners in Mitchell nothing but the best and successful endeavors. We are
sincerely and deeply concerned about the property stored on our property. It is not personal against the
applicant. Phil and Andria Lee are carrying on my late-father’s legacy by taking over TK Electric after my
father’s unexpected and untimely passing. We would take on the financial burden to install the fence in
order to protect TK Electric’s assets and my father’s legacy.
Below is a picture of the property lines. We had the property surveyed at our own expense. According to
the survey, the lines are a little off from this drawing, but not by much. We understand that we may not be
able to install the fence right on the property line since it may technically be a driveway; regardless, there
isn’t adequate parking. If we can install the fence on the property line, we will.

As you can see from the applicant’s below drawing submitted with its application, it is misleading. Unlike
what is depicted in the drawing, the parking stalls would extend nearly to the property line. The drawing
also gives the false illusion that additional parking would be on TK Electric’s property. A portion of the
word "PARKING" in the drawing is on TK Electric's property.

In addition to protecting the public’s interest in not creating a concentration in one part of town, please
also deny the variance request due to the clear and obvious issues with inadequate space for parking and
potential ingress/egress issues with the fence being installed to property TK Electric’s assets. These
issues should have already been worked out prior to the variance application being considered. There are
other areas of town where the applicant can lease for a cannabis dispensary.
Please reach out to me via e-mail if you have questions for me.
Thank you for your time and for being servant leaders for the citizens of Mitchell.
Amber Kummer Powers
Part-Owner of 419 E. Juniper Ave.

